Background: Studies evaluating collaborative care for anxiety disorders are recently emerging. A systematic review and meta-analysis to estimate the effect of collaborative care for adult patients with anxiety disorders in primary care is therefore warranted. Methods: A literature search was performed. Data sources: PubMed, Psycinfo, Embase, Cinahl, and the Cochrane library. Study eligibility criteria: Randomized controlled trials examining the effects of collaborative care for adult primary care patients with an anxiety disorder, compared to care as usual or another intervention. Synthesis methods: Standardized mean differences (SMD) on an anxiety scale closest to twelve months follow-up were calculated and pooled in a random effects meta-analysis. Results: Of the 3073 studies found, seven studies were included with a total of 2105 participants. Included studies were of moderate to high quality. Collaborative care was superior to care as usual, with a small effect size (SMD = 0.35 95 % CI 0.14-0.56) for all anxiety disorders combined and a moderate effect size (SMD = 0.59, 95 % CI 0.41-0.78) in a subgroup analysis (five studies) on patients with panic disorder. Conclusions: Collaborative care seems to be a promising strategy for improving primary care for anxiety disorders, in particular panic disorder. However, the number of studies is still small and further research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness in other anxiety disorders.
Background
Anxiety disorders constitute the most prevalent category of psychiatric disorders [1] . Anxiety disorders have a negative impact on quality of life and are associated with significant healthcare-and productivity costs [2] . Adults with an anxiety disorder mainly receive care in primary care [3] [4] [5] . In many countries however, the quality of care for adults with anxiety disorders leaves room for improvement [4, 6] . Although clinical guidelines recommend cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) or antidepressant medication as the treatment of choice in primary care, these evidencebased treatments are not often adequately applied in primary care [7] .
Several barriers still exist in providing evidence-based care for anxiety disorders in primary care, which may be related to patient characteristics, provider characteristics or the organizational context of primary care [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, multifaceted interventions that focus on patient, provider and organization of care have been proposed as the most promising strategy to improve primary mental healthcare [12, 13] . Collaborative care models are such multifaceted interventions, bringing mental health expertise into primary care by introducing new members into the primary care team. Typically, this new member is a "care manager" -a mental health professional who coordinates care, provides evidence-based interventions, and actively monitors the patients' symptoms [14] . The care manager usually is a non-physician professional, such as a psychologist, a social worker or a psychiatric nurse. The care manager works in close collaboration with the primary care physician and preferably providers have access to the tailored advice of a psychiatrist. Collaborative care models often vary in types of interventions used, the intensity of treatment, collaboration, and follow-up [15] . However, some essential elements have been described by experts and in systematic reviews, which consider cooperation between the primary care physician and at least one other professional, provision of evidence-based treatment, and active monitoring of symptoms [14, [16] [17] [18] . Interventions or organizational models similar to collaborative care are sometimes referred to as integrated care, enhanced care, or care management.
Rationale
Previous reviews on collaborative care included only a limited number of studies on anxiety disorders (4 in the review of Archer and colleagues [19] and 3 in the review of Woltmann and colleagues [20] ). Furthermore, all of these studies were conducted in the United States, which may limit generalizability to primary care in other countries. We are furthermore aware of recent studies [21, 22] in other countries, so we systematically reviewed the literature on collaborative (primary) care for anxiety disorders, again.
Evidence of the effectiveness of collaborative care in the treatment of depression is well established and was reviewed thoroughly in several meta-analyses [19, 20, 23, 24] . The field has progressed to identifying elements of collaborative care that contribute most to its effectiveness. Recently, Coventry and colleagues [25] concluded that the provision of a psychological intervention increases the effectiveness of collaborative care based on a meta-regression. We were curious to what extent and how this could also apply to anxiety disorders.
Objectives
We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to summarize results from randomized controlled trials about the effectiveness of collaborative care for anxiety disorders in adult primary care patients compared to care as usual. In addition, we evaluated the effects for specific anxiety disorders and the influence of several characteristics of study procedures and collaborative care interventions on the effectiveness of the collaborative care model. We used the PRISMA checklist for reporting systematic reviews [26] .
Methods

Eligibility criteria Design and population
We included published, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that evaluated collaborative care compared to care as usual or another active intervention in adult primary care patients with an anxiety disorder and that reported outcomes on a standardized scale for anxiety severity. Both individually randomized and cluster randomized trials were included.
Studies had to include adult (>18 years) subjects recruited in a primary care setting with an anxiety disorder as established with a valid diagnostic interview, according to research diagnostic criteria, or with a cut-off score on a validated scale. Comorbid medical or psychiatric conditions were allowed, as long as the intervention focused on the anxiety disorder.
Intervention and comparison intervention
Collaborative care interventions were defined by the application of criterion 1 in combination with criterion 2 and/ or 3 [14, [16] [17] [18] ]:
1. The primary care physician is supported by at least one other professional with a different field of expertise (e.g. care manager, consultant psychiatrist), and they work together in providing care for the patient. 2. Evidence-based treatment is provided. 3. Process and outcome of treatment is monitored.
Studies evaluating the provision of services by an on-site mental health professional were excluded, unless reference was made to enhanced collaboration between the primary care physician and the mental health professional. Collaboration between professionals had to be ensured by team meetings, consultation or supervision, or a digital communication system. The collaborative care intervention could be compared to care as usual, a waitlist condition, or another active intervention.
Outcomes
Studies that reported outcomes at follow-up closest to 12 months on a validated continuous anxiety scale or dichotomous interview (indicating response or remission) were included. Standardized scales or interviews could measure general anxiety (across anxiety disorders) or measure a specific type of anxiety (e.g. panic disorder severity).
Search strategy and selection criteria
We searched PubMed (Medline), Psycinfo, Embase, The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Cinahl from inception to March 10 th 2014 without language restriction. The highly sensitive search was performed by an experienced librarian and author A.M., combining terms related to anxiety, primary care, and randomized controlled trials. For Medline, we used free text words and MeSH terms such as "Anxiety", "Anxiety Disorders", "Primary Health Care" and "Family Practice". We combined these with a pre-tested search string for randomized controlled trials. See Fig. 1 for the full search strategy as performed in PubMed, which was adapted for use in the other databases. The reference lists of selected randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and reviews were checked for potentially relevant titles. The search was limited to published studies.
Study selection
Titles and abstracts of retrieved studies were screened independently by two reviewers (AM/CFC) using a list of inclusion criteria. If a study appeared eligible (or if eligibility was doubtful), the full text of an article was retrieved. All fulltext articles were assessed for eligibility by two independent Fig. 1 PubMed Search History for randomized controlled trials examining the effects of collaborative care for adult primary care patients with an anxiety disorder, compared to care as usual or another intervention reviewers (AM and AvB/HvM/CFC). Disagreement was resolved by consensus or a third reviewer. The outcome data were extracted by two reviewers independently (AM and CFC). Other relevant characteristics of studies were extracted by one author (AM) using a form based on Cochrane criteria [27] (see Table 1 ).
Data collection process
We extracted sample size, means, and standard deviations for scores on anxiety scales at baseline and follow-up for the intervention group and the control group. Outcomes for anxiety disorders in general as well as outcomes for specific anxiety disorders were extracted. For studies using more than one validated anxiety scale as an outcome measure, we chose the reported primary outcome measure. If the mean and standard deviation were not reported, we searched for other data necessary to calculate an effect size, such as a difference score with a standard deviation or confidence limits, and p-value [27] . Furthermore, data relevant for the interpretation of the findings such as the setting, diagnoses, the interventions used and the professionals involved were collected (see Table 1 ). Where published protocols of the studies included were available, they were used to supplement data about intervention details.
Risk of bias in individual studies
The risk of bias of each included study was assessed using a standard form based on Cochrane criteria [28] by two reviewers (AM and AvB/HvM) independently. The form systematically enquired about possible sources of bias in randomized controlled trials, such as the adequacy of the randomization procedure, allocation concealment, handling of missing data and selective reporting. Disagreement between reviewers about assessment ratings were resolved by consensus or a third reviewer (CFC).
Synthesis of results
We statistically summarized the effectiveness of collaborative care interventions versus the comparison interventions using meta-analysis. The analyses were conducted using the software package Comprehensive Meta Analysis version 2.0 [29] . We calculated a standardized mean difference (SMD) from reported differences in means on a continuous anxiety scale between interventions at 12 months followup. We summarized the SMDs using the random effects model [30] . To assess the heterogeneity among studies, we calculated the I 2 statistic, which reflects the proportion of total variation across studies that is attributable to heterogeneity rather than chance. An I 2 of 0 % means that there is no observed heterogeneity, while an I 2 of 25, 50 and 75 % may be interpreted as low, medium, and high heterogeneity respectively [31] .
Risk of bias across studies
Funnel plots were created and Duval and Tweedie's trim and fill method was used to examine the possibility of publication bias [32] . This method gives an estimate of the effect size after correcting for possible publication bias.
Additional analyses
A predefined subgroup analysis was performed to assess the effectiveness of collaborative care for patients with a specific anxiety disorder. A disorder-specific outcome measure (if available) was used to calculate the effect size in a random effects meta-analysis. In an additional subgroup analysis, we examined several variables related to study procedures and intervention details based on the meta-regression of Coventry and colleagues [25] . We omitted variables described by Coventry and colleagues that were not present in any of the included studies and added the element of stepped care as this was a prominent aspect of studies 6 and 7 [21, 22] . For this subgroup analysis, we used a mixed-effects model which pools studies in a subgroup using a random effects model. In addition, we used a fixed-effects model to interpret variance between studies (Q and I 2 ) and to test for significant differences between subgroups.
Results
Study selection
The literature search resulted in a total of 4929 retrieved citations. After removal of duplicates, 3073 abstracts were available (see Fig. 2 ). Main reasons for exclusion of studies based on titles or abstracts were no RCT, no inclusion of anxiety disorders and no collaborative care. For 20 studies the full-text paper was retrieved and examined for inclusion. After the exclusion of 13 studies (nine no collaborative care; three no separate outcome reported for patients with anxiety disorders; one report of other study), there were seven studies that met all inclusion criteria. Table 1 shows an overview of characteristics of the included studies.
Study characteristics
Design and participants
The number of participants in each study ranged from 57 to 1004. Of the trials, four were individually randomized controlled trials (study 1-3, 5); three used cluster randomization on the level of primary care practices (study 4, 6, 7); four were conducted in the USA (studies Abbreviations: AD anxiety disorder, ASI anxiety sensitivity index, BAI Beck Anxiety Inventory, CAU care as usual, CBT cognitive behavioral therapy, CC collaborative care, CI confidence interval, CIDI Composite International Diagnostic Interview, CM care manager, ES effect size, GAD generalized anxiety disorder, GADSS Generalized Anxiety Disorder Severity Scale, GER Germany, HRS-A Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety, ITT intention to treat, MINI Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview, NL Netherlands, PD Panic disorder, PCL-C PTSD Checklist-Civilian Version, PCP primary care physician, PDSS panic disorder severity scale, PHQ Patient Health Questionnaire, PRIME-MD Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders, PTSD post traumatic stress disorder, SIGH-A Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale, SOP social phobia, SP specific phobia, SPIN Social Phobia Inventory, US United States 1-3,5), one in Germany (study 4) and two in the Netherlands (study 6 and 7). All studies reported that their study protocol was approved by the relevant medical ethical committee (Study 4, 6 and 7) or the institutional review board (study 1-3, and 5). Two studies exclusively included patients with panic disorder (studies 1 and 2), two studies (studies 3 and 7) included patients with panic disorder and/or generalized anxiety, and three studies (studies 4-6) included multiple anxiety disorders. Comorbid depression was allowed in all studies and was reported in five studies (Study 1-3, 5, 7), with prevalence rates ranging from 31 % (Study 7) to 64 % (Study 5). With one exception, studies used a structured interview to classify the anxiety disorder at baseline (CIDI, PRIME-MD). König and colleagues (study 4) determined the presence of an anxiety disorder by a cut-off score on the Patient Health Questionnaire. To recruit participants, two studies used screening only (studies 3 and 4), two studies (studies 5 and 6) used referral of primary care physicians, while three studies used both methods (studies 1,2,7).
Collaborative care and comparison interventions
The content of collaborative care interventions varied considerably between studies. In all studies, a primary care physician and a psychiatrist were involved, while in five studies a care manager was introduced as well (studies 2,3,5-7). One study used only medication management by a psychiatrist (study 1) and one study evaluated counselling with CBT elements by a trained primary care physician (study 4). The other studies used more comprehensive programs with a choice between, or combination of, antidepressant medication and CBT. Two studies (studies 6 and 7) used a stepped care program. Table 2 describes the characteristics of collaborative care in the included studies.
All studies compared the collaborative care intervention to usual care coordinated by the primary care physician. Table 3 gives an overview of the percentage of patients receiving pharmacotherapy, appropriate pharmacotherapy, counseling, CBT, and (specialized) mental healthcare as reported in the included studies. Pharmacotherapy was the most frequent treatment method reported in usual care. 
Outcome measures
All studies included a continuous outcome scale to measure anxiety. Study 2 used a dichotomous outcome (remission and response) as primary outcome measure. Five studies reported separately about panic disorder outcomes (studies 1-3,5,7). The length of follow-up varied from 9 months (study 4) to 18 months (study 5). Two studies (studies 4 and 7) used patient self-report to assess the outcome, while in the other five studies a (blinded) research assistant administered the outcome measures by telephone.
Risk of bias within studies
The overall quality of included studies was moderate to high (see Table 4 ). For study 1, six out of eight criteria were rated as unclear; in the other studies four to six criteria were rated as low risk of bias. The most prevalent potential source of bias was the inability to blind patients and professionals for treatment allocation, as is common in psychotherapy research [38] . Studies 6 and 7 used cluster randomization with subsequent referral by the primary care physician, which may have induced selection bias. Study 1 did not provide the statistics of an insignificant result on the Panic Disorder Severity Scale (PDSS). Of four studies (studies 2,3,5, 7), a published study protocol was retrieved [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Results of individual studies
The results of the individual studies at follow-up closest to 12 months are reported in Table 1 . All studies except study 4 reported a significantly greater effect of the collaborative care intervention compared to care as usual. The meta-analysis (Fig. 3) , pooling the data of all seven studies, yielded an SMD of 0.35 (95 % CI 0.14 to 0.56, p = 0.001), indicating that collaborative care leads to a significantly greater reduction in anxiety symptoms, with a small effect size after 12 months. The Q-value was 21.73 (df = 6, p = 0.001), indicating significant dispersion across 
Risk of bias across studies
The funnel plot showed an indication (not significant) for publication bias for the analysis on all anxiety disorders (Egger's test, two-tailed p = 0.57). According to the trim and fill method [32] , the SMD should be adjusted from 0.35 to 0.25 (95 % CI 0.16 to 0.34). This asymmetry may indicate that the effect of collaborative care for anxiety disorders is slightly overestimated due to publication bias, although asymmetry may also be attributed to true heterogeneity between studies [43] . Indeed, heterogeneity was high (I 2 = 72 %), which may be attributed to differences between the three European studies (I 2 = 78 % in European studies vs. I 2 = 0 % in US studies). For the subgroup analysis on panic disorder, no indication was found for a publication bias (Egger's test, two-tailed p = 0.29). Furthermore, we ran a sensitivity analysis excluding the lowest quality study (Study 1). This had no significant effect on the analysis on anxiety disorders (SMD adjusted 0.34, 95 % CI 0.10 -0.58) or panic disorder (SMD adjusted 0.60, 95 % CI 0.38 to 0.83).
Additional analysis: disorder-specific impact of collaborative care
A predefined subgroup analysis was performed for patients with panic disorder. Outcomes on the Panic Disorder Severity Scale (PDSS) were used when reported. For the two studies (2,7) that did not report the PDSS, the primary outcome measure was used in the metaanalysis. Because Roy-Byrne and colleagues [33] reported an insignificant result on the PDSS, but were not able to provide the statistics necessary for calculating the effect size, we used the ASI score. The combined effect size of the four studies comparing collaborative care to care as usual in patients with panic disorder was 0.59 (95 % CI 0.41 to 0.78, p < 0.001), which may be interpreted as a moderate effect size (Fig. 4) . Concerning anxiety disorders other than panic disorder, studies 3 and 7 reported no significant effect for patients with generalized anxiety disorder only (Table 1) . Study 5 reported a significant difference between collaborative care and care as usual on the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) for panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and social phobia, but not for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In a subsequent report on this study [44] , disorder-specific data on specific scales were reported, with similar results (Table 1) .
Additional analysis: variables related to outcome
Additional analyses were performed to assess the impact on outcome of variables related to study procedure and content of the intervention (see [25] ; Table 5 ). The analysis revealed that studies performed in the United States were more homogeneous (I 2 = 0 % vs. 87 %) and on average yielded a significantly greater effect size than studies performed in European countries (SMD 0.37 vs. 0.29, p = 0.03). Furthermore, the five studies that included a care manager had a significantly higher effect size (SMD 0.42 vs. 0.13, p = 0.001) than those without. Lastly, the two studies using stepped collaborative care (both from the Netherlands) yielded a greater effect size than studies that did not use stepped care (SMD 0.57 vs. 0.29, p = 0.04). However, these analyses need to be interpreted with caution due to the small number of studies and the considerable heterogeneity between European studies.
Discussion
Summary of evidence
The results of this meta-analysis indicate that collaborative care is more effective than usual primary care at twelve months follow-up, with a small effect size for all anxiety disorders combined (SDM 0.35) and a moderate effect size for patients with panic disorder (SMD 0.59). The quality of studies was moderate to high. There were indications for considerable heterogeneity between European studies in contrast to studies performed in the United States.
Strengths and limitations
A strength of this study is that we conducted this review using PRISMA criteria [26] . Furthermore, we were able to examine the long-term effects of collaborative care, which is often problematic in reviewing effectiveness studies on anxiety disorders in primary care [45] . However, there are several limitations in this systematic review and metaanalysis that need consideration. We identified only seven studies that met our inclusion criteria. As our search was limited to published articles, we probably have missed (unpublished) RCTs, which generally report lower effect sizes [46] . For example, we omitted a study by Rollman and colleagues [47] , including 250 patients with generalized anxiety disorder or panic disorder, because their results remain unpublished. They reported an effect size of 0.30 in a conference abstract, which is comparable to the overall effect size found in our meta-analysis.
Furthermore, some methodological issues should be mentioned. One study [33] did not report the statistics for the insignificant effect on the disorder-specific measure. However, a sensitivity analysis excluding this study did not alter the results. Also, two studies [21, 22] used referral as a recruitment method after cluster randomization, which may cause selection bias and inflated effect sizes [48] . Yet Muntingh and colleagues, who used both referral and screening to recruit patients, reported nearly equal effect sizes in a subgroup analysis on patients selected by screening [22] . Lastly, one may debate on the broad concept of collaborative care. The seven studies that fulfilled our inclusion criteria varied on several characteristics, such as the inclusion of a care manager, care manager supervision, provision of CBT, and following a stepped care protocol. Common elements in all seven studies were the input of specialist mental health in primary care, collaboration between professionals and the provision of evidence based interventions. As we are coming closer to defining the most effective elements of collaborative care (such as the provision of psychological treatment by a care manager [25] ), the concept of collaborative care can be refined in the future, leading to more homogeneous results.
Comparison with the literature
The results from our meta-analysis compare to those reported in previous meta-analyses on collaborative care for anxiety disorders [19, 20] and extend their results with the inclusion of recent European and collaborative stepped care studies. The SMD of 0.35 found in our meta-analysis is also similar to the SMD of 0.28 which was reported in two large meta-analyses about collaborative care for depressive disorders [19, 25] .
Comorbid depression was prevalent in the included studies (31-64 %). Unfortunately, none of the studies reported on the effects of comorbid depression on outcome, while depression has been related to a poor outcome of treatment for anxiety disorders [49] .
We found that studies performed in the US had a greater effect size compared to European studies, which is in contrast with previous findings [25] . The US studies were also considerably more homogeneous than the European studies, which may be related to similarities and differences in healthcare systems between the US and Europe [16] . The studies in the US were mainly conducted in large clinics (often university-affiliated) using specifically trained and employed care managers, which may have facilitated effective implementation of the intervention, while the European studies were performed in more diverse settings in rather small primary care practices with collaborating professionals who were only involved in collaborative care on a part-time basis [21] . However, the heterogeneity between the European studies may also be related by other study characteristics such as design and intervention details. In fact, the study of König and colleagues [36] was the only study to report a non-significant effect of the intervention, and excluding this study from the analysis led to a considerable decrease in heterogeneity. The absence of a significant effect of this study could be related to a) suboptimal implementation and b) the fact that they employed the most 'basic' package of collaborative care. Both careful implementation and the application of a comprehensive collaborative care program may thus be crucial to the effectiveness of collaborative care. Including the study of König and colleagues probably provides a conservative estimate of the effects of collaborative care for anxiety disorders. In any case, compared to psychological treatment alone for anxiety disorders in primary care [45] , the results of collaborative care are promising.
Implications for research
Most importantly, more randomized controlled trials and, subsequently, individual patient data meta-analyses are warranted to better identify who can benefit from what aspect of the intervention. We found a somewhat greater effect size for patients with panic disorder than for all anxiety disorders combined. In fact, evidence for the effectiveness of collaborative care for generalized anxiety disorders based on three included studies was inconclusive [21, 35, 37] , so future research should address the effectiveness of collaborative care for anxiety disorders other than panic disorder. Furthermore, as described above, successful implementation of the intervention seems essential for the effectiveness of collaborative care. Hence, implementation should also be a focus of research on collaborative care. Lastly, cost-effectiveness analyses are needed to increase our knowledge on the benefits of collaborative care.
Conclusions
This meta-analysis indicates that collaborative care is more effective than usual primary care for adult patients with common anxiety disorders (small effect size), and panic disorder in particular (moderate effect size). Since it is difficult to improve primary care for anxiety disorders, this is a promising result. More research is needed to increase diagnostic precision, disentangle elements that make collaborative care most effective, and to evaluate the effectiveness of collaborative care in different anxiety disorders. Abbreviations AD; anxiety disorder, ASI; Anxiety Sensitivity Index, BAI; beck anxiety inventory, BSI; Brief Symptom Inventory, CAU; care as usual, CBT; cognitive behavioral therapy, CC; collaborative care, CI; confidence interval, CIDI; Composite international diagnostic interview, CM; care manager, ES; effect size, GAD; generalized anxiety disorder, GADSS; generalized anxiety disorder severity scale, GER; Germany, HRS-A; Hamilton rating scale for anxiety, ITT; intention to treat, MINI; mini-international neuropsychiatric interview, NL; Netherlands, PCL-C; PTSD checklist-civilian version, PCP; primary care physician, PD; Panic disorder, PDSS; panic disorder severity scale, PHQ; patient health questionnaire, PRIME-MD; primary care evaluation of mental disorders, PTSD; posttraumatic stress disorder, RCT; randomized controlled trial, SIGH-A; Hamilton anxiety rating scale, SMD; standardized mean difference, SOP; social phobia, SP; specific phobia, SPIN; social phobia inventory, US; United States.
